The first type of standard report is a common set of reports that span four different population types. These are identified with a preceding pound sign and a letter code:

#H - Unregistered hospital certificates (form HCA)
#C - Registered county certificates (form LCA by county)
#F - Registered county certificates (form LCA by facility)
#R - Registered county certificates (form LCA by residence)

So to create the report code, prepend the following bases with the aforementioned pound sign and letter code. In the examples, only the #C reports are shown since the others are identical in format. The first set of base reports are:

AGE1X   TEENAGE CROSS TABS
AGE2X   MATERNAL AGE CROSS TABS
BW1X    BIRTH WEIGHT CROSS TABS
COMP29  PREGNANCY COMPLICATION TABLES FOR BIRTHS 1/1/2006+
COMP30  LABOR AND DELIVERY COMPLICATIONS/PROCEDURES FOR 1/1/2006+
COMP31  CONGENITAL ANOMALIES 1/1/2006 AND LATER
DLVY1X  METHOD OF DELIVERY CROSS TABS
ED1X    MATERNAL EDUCATION CROSS TABS
ETH1X   ETHNICITY CROSS TABS
GABWX   GESTATIONAL AGE BY BIRTHWEIGHT
HISPT   HISPANIC SPECIFICATIONS
LOBW1L  LOW BIRTH WEIGHT LISTING
MDBW1X  MD LICENSE # BY BIRTH WEIGHT
MDBW2X  MD NAME BY BIRTH WEIGHT
MDCS1X  MD LICENSE # BY PRI/RPT CSECTION RATES
MDCS2X  MD NAME BY PRI/RPT CSECTION RATES
MDM1AX  MD LICENSE # BY MONTH (1ST SIX MONTHS)
MDM1BX  MD LICENSE # BY MONTH (2ND SIX MONTHS)
MDM2AX  MD NAME BY MONTH (1ST SIX MONTHS)
MDM2BX  MD NAME BY MONTH (2ND SIX MONTHS)
MT1L    MATERNAL TRANSPORT LISTING
MULT1L  MULTIPLE BIRTH LISTING
NB1L    NEWBORN LISTING
NB2L    NON-CONFIDENTIAL NEWBORN LISTING
PARAX   PARITY CROSS TABS
PAY1X   SOURCE OF PAYMENT FOR PRENATAL CARE XTABS
PAY2X   SOURCE OF PAYMENT FOR DELIVERY XTABS
PRE1X   TRIMESTER OF PRENATAL CARE XTABS
The second type of standard report are all others.

#CLATR1T  LATE REGISTRATION
#CLATR2T  DELAY TIME FROM BIRTHDATE TO AVSS LINKAGE
#CNB3L   NEWBORN LISTING/BIRTHDATE
#CSSA1   SOCIAL SECURITY ENGLISH LETTER
#CSSA2   SOCIAL SECURITY SPANISH LETTER
#CVER1   VERIFICATION LETTER AT LCA LEVEL
#RESOCC  OCCURRENCE/RESIDENCE COUNT
#UNKNOWN UNKNOWN TABLES FOR 2007+ VARIABLES